SAINT AUBIN LES PITENGERETS 1ER CRU

2011 Vintage
"Nice, fresh nose: firm, taut, sappy and very mineral. Fresh attack
that is crisp and lively with fine, precise but long flavours and a
lightly mineral finish. This could evolve nicely." Score: 17.25
Decanter_August 2013
"There is a hint of rosemary to the attractively well-layered aromas of resin, pear and white flowers that are trimmed in a
background note of wood toast. There is both good volume and richness to the mouth coating and extract-rich mediumbodied flavors that culminate in a clean, agreeably dry and balanced finish that offers slightly better than average depth
and length. 2016+ " Score: 89 Burghound-June 2013
"Quite linear but tight and elegant. Good overall freshness." Réussite
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2010 Vintage
« Lifted, stony and pure. Really bright, refreshing juicy lemon character; focused rather intense and certainly racy. Lovely
high wired style with a tight, longish finish. An elegant wine with lovely purity. Should be good value too. Particularly
good, one of my favourite of the tasting.”
Sarah Marsh – Burgundy Briefing – November 2011
"Not a name you see often! Quite a deep colour. Very nicely put together. Tight but with lots of fruit and minerals. Dry
finish. Very competent and taut." Score 16
Jancis Robinson_ Feb 2012
" Lifted, stony and pure with a bright, refreshing and succulent lemon character. Elegant, high-wired style."
Decanter_ December 2011
"This premier cru is from the Chassagne side, «more Chassagne, than Saint Aubin» says Gilles. Lifted, stony and pure.
Really bright, refreshing juicy lemon character; focused, rather intense and certainly racy. Lovely high wired style with a
tight, longish finish. An elegant wine with lovely purity. Should be good value too. Particularly good and one of my
favorites of the tasting. From 2013"
Sarah Marsh_ Burgundy Briefing_ November 2011

2009 Vintage
« Creamy, ripe wine underscored with smooth minerality. Straight. zesty and rich on the finish. Score: 17» Decanter
January_2011
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SAINT AUBIN LES PITENGERETS 1ER CRU
« Just a touch smoky initially, then lively fruit underneath. Immensely rich and rounded on the palate but still fresh.
Flavourful and mouth-filling. Rich rather than especially concentrated but nice juicy fresh finish. Score: 16.5 » Burgundy
2009 Review By Julia Harding MW
« Spicy and herb aromas. A lot of character, racy, fresh. Lovely. » Weinwelt_nov_2010
« An elegant, pure and airy nose of lemon rind, stone, pear and white flowers gives way to generous but well-detailed
flavors that culminate in a dry, persistent and clean finish. This should also drink well early.
Score: 89» Burghound 33 - jul - 2011

2008 Vintage
« Refreshing and aromatic nose with white fruit. Very fine and pure. A nice bottle for those who are looking for delicacy.
» BOURGOGNE AUJOURD’ HUI - November 2008

2006 Vintage
«Refreshing and aromatic nose with white fruit. Very fine and pure. A nice bottle for those who are looking for delicacy.»
BOURGOGNE AUJOURD’ HUI - Novembre 2008
« Beautiful expression of fruit, very pure, lively aftertaste. » LA REVUE DU VIN DE FRANCE - June 2009

2005 Vintage
« Quite fine, supple, leading to a long finish.... »
LE GRAND GUIDE DES VINS DE FRANCE BETTANE & DESSEAUVE - Edition 2008
« This Premier Cru is part of the ‘Charmois’ under which it is often labelled. It displays a green-gold colour, a delicacy,
roundness, finesse and length of a Premier Cru.»
Bettane & Desseauve TAST PRO - November 2006
« Beautiful mineral purity, grapefruit on the palate, rich, already delicious, a brilliant wine. »
LE POINT - March 2007

2004 Vintage
« Firm and mineral-laden, showing richness and balance. Lemon, white peach and floral notes are moderatly
concentrated, tailing off on the finish. » WINE SPECTATOR - September 2006
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